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Article originally appeared in African Pilot

At Mariri 20.5 hrs later
The poacher actually waved to me. At 35ft above the ground
and around 65mph it only took a split second. Or was it a gun
he was waving at me.

My life took some unexpected turns and before long I
volunteered to assist him. We flew from Stellenbosch to
overnight in Johannesburg and again in Nelspruit awaiting
clearances. From there to Vilankulos, and an overnight in
The mission started accidentally. Ranger Keith Begg
Beira. The following day I submitted a flight plan for 1,000ft
approached me looking to buy my Super Cub. Mine was not
along the coastline, which was expected, and we saw some of
for sale, but I agreed to assist him in finding one. He was
the most pristine and beautiful beaches anywhere you could
training to be a pilot, not with a lifelong ambition for aviation,
find in the world. It was a long flight to Nampula, then on to
but a shared total unflinching commitment along with his wife,
Mariri.
Dr Colleen Begg, to wildlife preservation. A Super Cub is a tool
as much as a Land Rover is. And it was needed in Niassa where Mariri is one of the Niassa Concessions which jointly make up
they had lost 7,000 elephants. Do not ask about the Rhino,
the Niassa Reserve. The reserve has towns with a significant
they were all shot long ago.
number of people who live in it, making the dynamics of it (as
well as the poaching) extremely different to most game parks.
Keith was offered many Super Cubs in various conditions and
You cannot assume that a person walking in the park is a
prices, but the best offer by far was a Christen Husky. He
poacher. The rivers that run through it are common property
bought it and then had the entire aircraft meticulously
and the major source of life for the communities that live in
overhauled to ensure it was perfect. It was a very long way
the park. The police are ineffective in all matters unless it
from any maintenance in Mariri, Niassa, where it was needed.
involves political concerns or involves money. The guilty party
I had not even heard of Niassa Reserve, which is double the
is often those with money as the poor cannot pay the trumped
size of the Kruger Park, in Northern Mozambique along the
up fines. The charges against the defendant (poachers) and
Tanzanian border. Being a coastal country, both Tanzania and those actually imposed can differ wildly as can the justice.
Mozambique have significantly more poaching, as the Chinese Being caught with ivory and an AK47 might bring a minor fine
fishing boats are used to smuggle rhino horn, lion teeth and
and confiscation; but not having absolutely correct game
bones, and ivory by the ton. Pangolin scales and other
warden arrest documentation might result in massive fines.
endangered species are lost every day.
Guess how we know.
Keith had managed to get most of the way in obtaining his
pilot’s licence in Stellenbosch on the Husky including going
solo, but the weather had prolonged it. He was now needed in
Mariri, as was the Husky, to stop the pillaging.
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Mariri is situated approximately halfway between the towns
of Pemba on the Indian Ocean, and Lichinga on Lake Malawi.
Some maps have the nearby hamlets of Mecula plotted, but
they are all little more than a random collection of mud huts.
It is 1.5 hours to Pemba by Husky or 15 hours by Land Rover,

assuming no punctures or bridges being washed out.
Avgas and all other supplies are brought in by ex-British Army
4x4 trucks on a fortnightly basis.
The airstrip at Mariri was still being built when we arrived
there. Although nearly a kilometre long and 40m wide, I could
only make use of the south-western quarter as the rest was
still being levelled and cleared by hand. Teams of local men
were being employed to remove the trees and level the
anthills the size of houses. It was far more difficult in every
way than hiring a Caterpillar D9, but did not become a poacher
to feed little caterpillars if you let it stand idle.
There was a gold rush in parts of Niassa, not fed by much gold
but rather desperation and Chinese greed. There is some gold,
just as there is in nearly every river, but not enough to sustain
any formal mine. The Chinese sell desperate locals all the
required tools at vastly inflated prices, as well as the dream of
riches. Those who cannot afford the poor quality tools are
given extortionist loans. The miners enter the park in hope of
discovering a bonanza where no one else has and work hard in
the 40-plus degree heat. It is back breaking work. There is
nothing to eat so lots of snares are set to feed them.
Now, we have to ask, is he an illegal miner, a poacher, or a
desperate Mozambique citizen doing whatever he can to feed
his family.

My mission was to fly in the area with the hope of seeing
them. It was highly unlikely as, when we had tried lion tracking
a couple of days earlier, I could plot which tree the pride was
under, but was never able to actually see them. If the
poachers wished to stay hidden in the shadows, then I was
unlikely to see them. Unless I found them first.
This is possible by flying low to reduce the sound footprint,
and slow using as little power as possible. Just enough height
to clear the trees with 1,900rpm and about 14” of manifold
pressure worked well. This gave approximately 65mph which
was enough of a margin to allow significant manoeuvring that
was needed, constant 45 to 45 degree turns, ensuring the
wings never touched a tree.
Following the winding rivers or visible footpaths is difficult and
I found myself having to adopt some unusual techniques to
keep the river bed and banks constantly in sight. I always flew
with an observer who carried a ground radio to the scouts, a
GPS and a camera. My role was to fly the plane safely,
everything else came second. Taking your eye away from a
target for a second meant a near inability to find it again. My
eyes were there to avoid obstacles and plan the flight ahead
for at least the next 30 seconds. The observers role was to find
the poachers, log their positions and take photos if possible.

We had just flown into the area when I came across about 5
men unexpectedly. I climbed slightly and threw the Husky into
The problem is not the bush meat for their consumption,
a tight right hand bank alternating between trying to keep
although we would far prefer it did not happen. Research has
them in the centre of the turn as well as avoid any tall trees.
shown that bush meat trading is a growing source of income
One of the poachers waved again on the second pass. Maybe
and diet for many even those in towns, due to its cost, cultural
they had never encountered a plane before.
superstitions and preference.
The problem is mercury. It is used to extract the gold. A two
week effort may result in a couple ounces of gold, which is
obviously sold back to the middlemen at substantially
discounted prices, often less than the loans, which
perpetuates the poverty and desperation.

Alan Evan-Hanes

The mercury seeps into the river water and pollutes the fish.
The river is by far the main source of nutrition and income for
most of the hamlet dwellers. The rivers are full of fishermen
who act as the main source of protein for nearly everyone in
or near the park and; a large part of the anti-poaching
intelligence network. We would assist them by transporting up
to 200kg of dried fish in the back of the Landy if we were going
the same way, as well as rudimentary medical care if they
happened to be attacked by crocodiles or hippos (not
infrequently unfortunately) in return for some information.
The temptation is always there to pay for information, but
then it would itself become a source of income and discount
its true value almost immediately. It would also quickly lead to
disinformation and shunning of the fishermen.
We had received reliable information that a team of poachers
was heading our way to get lion bones. Lion bones and teeth
are indistinguishable from tigers, and are highly valued on the
Chinese traditional medicine market. Ivory will be taken if the
opportunity allows. The team typically comes down from the
Mozambique border on foot consisting of 6 men. One with a
hunting rifle, two with AK47s for protection against antipoaching scouts or animals, and the balance carrying food and
whatever else they need. Make no mistake about them, they
are hardened guys.
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The light was fading and I wanted to check out as much of the
river as possible. Poaching typically occurs in the very late
afternoon. It allows the poachers to de-tusk the elephant,
which takes about 40 min, and run well away from the site to
a pre-stored cache before the scouts can get there. Night
flying with night vision goggles had proved spectacularly
successful but it was near suicidal and rather luckily for me,
our team was not equipped for this, nor did Keith Begg have
the desire.
Due to the astronomical costs of operating an aircraft in this
environment, every second airborne has to count. The
missions and their objectives need to be clearly thought
through. Just having the aircraft fly around creates an
awareness among the community that they are being watched
and it also speeds up our reaction time. The deterrent factor
cannot be understated. In my three-month tour we lost no
animals to poaching (as opposed to bush meat snaring) but
neighbouring concessions sadly lost seven elephant and four
lions (who were poisoned). I actually came across the
poachers at last light in the second elephant poaching but I
was flying solo back from Pemba and did not realise they were
poachers until we had crossed referenced the positions of all
the various scouts much later that night. You do not want
scouts shooting other scouts.

Husky is being fitted with larger low pressure tyres to mitigate
this.
Luckily I only ever had problems immediately after take-off,
which meant I could be back on the ground within seconds,
which I was, with bigger eyes and a paler completion. In all
instances the same exhaust elbow came loose. The last time
we safety wired it until it had nowhere to go, which was
especially important as I had a near 5 hour leg ahead of me.
It was most unusual to fly for three hours or so, never above
treetop height (I often climbed for final approach) and having
the flaps fully extended from take-off. I tried on one occasion
to herd a group of renegade elephants away from raiding a
local villages crops, and can report back confidently that it was
spectacularly unsuccessful. The elephants clumped together
and tried to smell me by raising their trunks, but they did not
move much away from the mango trees, which was almost the
only fruit available at the end of the long autumn.

The flying calls for an instinctive reaction to unload and level
the wings at the slightest hint of any trouble, which also
means flying your mind at least 30 seconds ahead of where
you are now, and having a plan B. I have to be honest in that I
did not always have a plan B, and only once did I allow the
Husky to get the better of me. I was flying a low (very, very
low) anti-poaching patrol where we spotted a group of people
Flying in Niassa is unusual. I had expected tiny rough airstrips,
who should not have been there. I whipped the Husky around
but of the few which did exist they were built to take tourists,
into a tight right turn and unfortunately was concentrating on
so that was not a problem. The Mozambique air traffic
the location of the people. When I stole a micro-second to
controllers were very accommodating and extremely
glance back at the panel, the airspeed had bled off to below
professional. As long as you have all the required
50mph and we were also below the top of some rather tall
documentation and behave professionally, you are unlikely to
palm like trees. I had to break off the turn, but had no altitude
encounter any problems.
to trade for the drag of the additional control inputs. I grabbed
The problem lay in the absolute lack of suitable forced landing some power, a little in excess of the traditional 19 inches
areas. Simply put, they did not exist in any manner from
1900rpm Messrs Lycoming would recommend (only about 22
horizon to horizon. And if you were more than 40nm from a
inches) and simultaneously rammed the propeller pitch
manned airport (i.e. Pemba) you had to hope there was a
control fully forward. It worked. I milked the Husky up to 200
friendly airliner on the emergency frequency 121.5 Mhz to
feet and began the turn again this time never slowing below
hear your mayday. We carried an extensive survival bag and
63mph. But it was close. I promised myself NEVER to allow
an ELT, and our thoughts were as long as the impact did not
myself the stupid luxury of not being 30 seconds ahead of the
result in a fire we stood a reasonable chance of using it. A
aircraft. Finding the miners/poachers again was surprisingly
Husky is very well designed and built and is the most suitable problematic, but we did. I never broke that rule again, nor
aircraft I know of, for crashing.
have I since. And I am a better pilot for it.
Using the survival bag assumed that we could keep the various
predators at bay. Tracks next to my tent each morning showed
this was no childhood fantasy. They existed in abundance.
Whilst I might not see them, that did not mean they were
unaware of exactly where I was.

It was odd having to climb for final approach to check for
elephant that might wander onto the runway (which actually
occurred but I did NOT see them). We only used a maximum
of 200m of the runway and seldom flew below maximum
weight. The Husky is truly an amazing bush aircraft.

There were lot of people in the reserve and a good network of
fellow pilots, but you would be absolutely in your own for at
least 24 hours. I pondered about flying higher to mitigate the
risk, but it became a bit like flying across the Atlantic, no
matter what you did you were going to end up getting wet, or
in my case, hitting trees. All I could hope for was getting the
wings level, bleed off every bit of excess speed and hit the
smallest trees possible. Occasionally you would find open
ground devoid of large trees, but these were a trap as they
were marshland. Still better than hitting solid trees though.

Our biggest success happened early on in the three month
tour. Our intelligence network received feedback that I had
overflown a hiding poacher who felt that he was being
targeted. He assumed I could see his every move. He did not
want to go to jail and decided he would rather go somewhere
else where there was no air cover. This had obviously spread
throughout the informal network quickly. No animals were
poached, no were shots fired, I suppose a win-win. Except I
suppose for wherever he went to.

The Lugenda River had lots of enticing sand banks but they
would most likely result in the aircraft tipping over and having
to face crocodiles in addition to every other predator. The
4

Niassa Reserve should have 6 Christen Huskies and a Cessna
206 by the end of 2016.
Read more on Facebook about Mariri at Niassa Lion Project.

- Alan Lorimer, Secretary, Chapter 1502 East Coast
Chapter 1502 were invited to UKZN by a group of 4th Year
Mechanical Engineer students to view their thesis project.
The project is a Hovercraft/Ekranoplan combination. This
invitation had arrived after one of the students had visited
Chapter 1502 headquarters – Grassroots Airfield.
There Kai Broughton met Gerald Maddams and explained their
project, and this stimulated Gerald into a midweek BS session.
This happened on Wednesday … on campus at the mechanical
engineering’s workshop/lecture theatre. We all arrived at the
lecture theatre where we were met by the student team.
Attending were approximately 15 EAA members, and we were
treated to a Powerpoint presentation covering areas of
importance, like power to weight ratios, power plant to
propeller power curves, and several other design graphs,
which could be superimposed upon each other to show a
variety of calculations way beyond my standard 10 brain
requirements. However, it all looked very impressive, and I’m
sure it struck a note with some of our more academic
members.
After the Powerpoint presentation, we were guided down
into the bowels of UKZN, past static displays which included
jet engines and steam engines of varying sizes, to the
workshop. There we viewed the beginning of the project. It
has an aluminium space-frame chassis with short aluminium
and wood wings, which will have a wood leading edge and be

covered in cloth. It has two motors, one for thrust and one for
hovering, with the pilot in-between. The idea is that it will
initially hover and power forward until the wings generate
enough lift to take it above the hover phase. There were lots
of questions and answers and even some questions with
answers ‘to be advised’.
Admittedly, with the vehicle in the early stages of
construction, there was no real shape to look at, but the
young engineers could easily see their project and keenly
explained each part enthusiastically. From our chapter
members we offered any assistance we could, as well as
materials we might have lying around from our respective
projects. The next day they collected aviation plywood for
their leading edges from Alan Lorimer.
The evening concluded at approximately 19h00, which
allowed the students time to chase girls, our old members
time to get an early night and even for some others the time
to enjoy a cold one and reflect on the evening.
On behalf of EAA Chapter 1502, we would like to thank the
four young engineers for their hospitality and we look forward
to seeing their project reach fruition.
Subsequently, Gerald Maddams has continued in his ‘teacher’
mode, and has been in constant contact with Kai who has
been learning all the necessary tricks about covering an
aircraft in Ceconite 102, and following up with all of the
dope coats.
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Another great evening with the flying doctor and
EAA Chapter 322

After the break we welcomed our guest speaker, Peter
Lastrucci (elder brother of EAA President Paul Lastrucci, not
the younger brother as I reported previously!) to the podium.
- Gordon Dyne
Peter is a pilot and engine builder of note and talked to his
Some 100 or more members and guests of EAA Chapter 322
audience, off the cuff, on the dos and don’ts of maintenance
came together at the Dickie Fritz MOTH Hall on Wednesday
on NTC Aircraft. Peter also mentioned some of the rather
evening 07 September for our regular monthly meeting.
strange new rules or laws emanating from RAASA and the SA
CAA. ‘Strange’ is a euphemism for ‘daft’! However, far be it for
I can never attend these meetings without thinking of Dickie
me as a layman to comment, but by all accounts there is a lot
Dashwood and Fritz von Linsingen, after whom the MOTH Hall
of unhappiness about these new rules/laws from many serious
is named - two Jeppe High School masters who taught
home-builders who are very concerned that if this nonsense
together, enlisted together and died together.
continues, it will be the beginning of the end for General
The week previous to the meeting we had commemorated
Aviation. That must never be allowed to happen.
and celebrated the 76th anniversary of the Battle of Britain
So, on that rather depressing note, and after the ‘swindle’ was
and I was privileged to attend the Royal Air Force Officers’
drawn, and won by Jeremy Woods, another great EAA 322
Club (RAFOC) lunch at the Wanderers Club on Friday the 9th
meeting came to a close. Thank you, Chairman Mike Brown
September and then the Royal Air Force’s Association
and your wonderful secretary Marie Reddy, for the thorough
Johannesburg Branch’s Commemorative service at St
preparation you both put into this monthly meeting. You are
Margaret’s Anglican Church, Bedfordview on Sunday the 11th
both amazing.
September. Both occasions were splendid and celebrated
with fly-pasts by four Harvards at the RAFOC lunch and a
Members are reminded of the 322 Annual Dinner which will
solitary Harvard over St Margaret’s church.
be held at the Wanderers’ Club in Johannesburg on Saturday
29 October. Captain Karl Jensen is organising this important
These fly-pasts were a poignant reminder of those hundreds
function, so please contact him for more details and/or ticket
of young airmen from Great Britain, the Commonwealth, the
reservations on karlpix@icon.co.za It will be a fun evening so
United States of America and occupied countries in Europe,
please do join us.
who fought and gave their young lives over the skies of
England to prevent a Luftwaffe victory, which would have
Our next meeting will be on Wednesday 05 October. Do join
been the prelude to a German invasion of England and then a us then. For more information on EAA Chapter 322 – South
very different outcome to World War ll.
Africa’s biggest, busiest and best Chapter please visit its
website www.eaa.org.za or contact our vivacious PR lady
I am reminded again of the famous epitaph in the War
Trixie Heron on editor@afskies.co.za
Cemetery in Kohima (India), which commemorates the fallen
of the Battle of Kohima in April 1944.
Thank you.
When you go home, tell them of us and say
For their tomorrow, we gave our today.
and my personal favourite epitaph:
Went the day well?
We died and never knew.
But, well or ill,
Freedom, we died for you.
So sorry, I digressed from the 322 meeting, but I can never
forget that the fact we enjoy the freedom of the skies and that
we speak English today, is thanks in part to these brave young
airmen – “Never was so much owed by so many to so few.”
After a delicious hamburger from the kitchen and a refreshing
drink from the bar, Chairman Dr Mike Brown opened the
meeting with Minutes, apologies and all the other formalities
which would normally be so boring and déjà vu, but not on
Mike’s Watch! Mike can make the most tedious of subjects
incredibly funny and interesting with the skilful use of his laptop. One point of great importance that came out of the topics
was that all non-type certified aircraft (NTCA) must have third
party insurance. I would have thought that this would be
common sense, but apparently some pilots do not have such
insurance for their planes. It is now compulsory.
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Peter Lastrucci

Chapter 1502 have had three outings recently
- Gerald Maddams, Chairman, Chapter 1502 East Coast

Creighton
The first was to the Creighton Aloe Festival and Steam
Train Day at Creighton in the KwaZulu-Natal hinterland.
Weather always plays a part in these highland regions of
KZN, and this day was no exception. It started off cold,
misty with clouds, clearing up to very warm, with increased
density altitude. The Festival runs for a weekend in July,
arranged to suit the flowering of the aloes. There are hot
air balloon rides, helicopter rides and, of course, the Steam
Train trip through unspoilt countryside ,following a couple
of rivers surrounded by dense fields of three distinct types
of flowering Aloes.
The airfield has two 700m runways, situated about 1km
from the station, and food and fun is all available at the
Fair Grounds – a recommended flight for those with
capable aeroplanes., look it up on the Internet. Four
aeroplanes made the journey, and a few more folk went
by car.

The train kicks off at Cre

ighton Station

Which is prettier, the flowers or the train
The Garratt comes back along the riverside track
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XL Farm Strip breakfast fly-in near
Underberg
Next was a trip to XL Farm Strip in the Drakensberg
near Underberg. Again, a challenging venue because
of the quickly changing weather that one experiences
in the 'Berg. There were impenetrable clouds on the
Pietermaritzburg ridge, so no one from the coast
XL with 'berg beyond
managed to get through. Those planes featured in the
pictures (taken on mobile phones and sent to me – I
never made it there) all came from inland of the ridge
– Howick, Rosetta, Eva's Field, Kokstad, etc.
Mervyn Roberts and his family and friends turned on
all the taps and prepared a wonderful breakfast that
was enjoyed by all aircrew in beautiful sunny
conditions, while we on the coast bemoaned our fate
of being ground-bound by the clouds.
Thanks to Mervyn, his team, and all the pilots and pax
that attended that morning. Well done to all!

Richmond breakfast fly-in
The Richmond breakfast fly-In is always well attended and this
year was no exception. The MG Car Club and Chapter 1502
host this together, and the mix of aircraft and lovely classic
cars is well appreciated by all who attend. It is, however, the
breakfast that is the main drawcard, as Brenda Cox and her
team of family and friends prepare top quality breakfast food,
cooked to perfection by hardworking folk from the area
alongside the Richmond airfield families.
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Sling in the 'Berg at XL Field

All profits from the sale of the food went to the
Pietermaritzburg SPCA who are in dire financial straits.
13 aircraft joined the locally based aeroplanes, and a great
collection of MG classic cars graced the grass field, making for
a seriously pleasant morning. Thanks must go to Brenda Cox,
her family, the local Richmond folk and to Stuart McKenzie,
who loves people to use his gorgeous bowling-green-like strip.
Thanks also to all the pilots who brought their aeroplanes in to
attend the breakfast in true flying style!

Daryl Kimber and his lovely Cessna 170B

Bantams ZU-JEF and ZU-DIG

Bosbok on very short finals

Some of the MG cars on display at the breakfast
9

James Oatway and Mark Olalde with Karl Jensen in ZU-VAL
during the operation at Wakkerstroom
- Karl Jensen, Chapter 322 Johannesburg
As an EAA member and Bateleurs volunteer pilot, I was proud
to take part from Volksrust on a Bateleurs mission for 2 days.
It was very interesting flying for the Centre for Environmental
Rights. They are vehemently opposing a proposed coal mine in
a pristine area to the north-east of Wakkerstroom.
The Mabola Protected Environment near Wakkerstroom,
Mpumalanga, was declared under the National Environmental
Management as a Protected Area by the Mpumalanga MEC in
January 2014. Not only is the area composed mostly of
wetlands, pans and endangered grassland ecosystems that
support endangered species, it is also a source of three major
rivers – the Tugela, the Vaal, and the Pongola – that support a
significant number of downstream water users who will be
While my Cessna 170 was parked at Volksrust, I met Dirk van
affected if a source of those rivers is compromised.
Deventer (Chairman, EAA Chapter 1501 Volksrust) who tells
For these reasons, this area has been classified as one of 21
me that there is not a single aircraft of the many based there
Strategic Water Source Areas by the South African National
that is not an NTCA. The wind was howling at 20 -25 knots
Biodiversity Institute, a government body, and the Council for
when I was at the airfield, making it a lousy flying day if it was
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) in a project supported
just for recreational purposes.
by the Department of Water and Sanitation and the
Department of Environmental Affairs. Strategic Water Source Although we hear little or nothing from Chapter 1501, Dirk
informs me that there is usually a hive of activity at the field
Areas are the 8% of our land that provides more than 50% of
over weekends.
our freshwater. South Africa is currently experiencing the
worst drought in 30 years, with a state of drought disaster
declared in 8 of our 9 provinces (including Mpumalanga).
The same area is the site of a declared endangered ecosystem
by the Minister of Environmental Affairs under the National
Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act. Wetlands in the
immediate vicinity of the proposed mining area are recognised
as Freshwater Ecosystem Priority Areas, and there are a
number of threatened faunal species that occur in the area.
Furthermore, in the most recent Mpumalanga Biodiversity
Sector Plan prepared by the Mpumalanga provincial
government, considerable portions of the proposed mining
area are defined either as ‘Irreplaceable’ or ‘Optimal’ Critical
Biodiversity Areas.

Karl with the CER team at Volksrust

In 2014, only 8 months after the protected environment
declaration, the Department of Mineral Resources granted a
mining right for the Yzermyn mine to Atha-Africa Ventures
(Pty) Ltd (part of the India-based Atha Group). Atha plans to
mine 2.26 megatonnes of coal per annum, most of which they
plan to export.
SAVE OUR H20

Visual petition taken from my 170, Wakkerstroom Bird Life HQ
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Serious pollution from the Kriel power station

EAA Flying Legends Talk Show - September 2016
- Karl Jensen, Chapter 322 Johannesburg
The EAA Flying Legends Talk Shows somehow only get better,
and this is from a high base too. On Thursday 15 September –
the anniversary of the Battle of Britain – our honoured guest
was the 92 year-old James ‘Horse’ Sweeney. The capacity
audience included many well-known aviators including several
previous guests. Among them were many ex-colleagues and
comrades in arms from World War II, the Korean War and the
Rhodesian UDI conflict. These included John Martin, WWII
Spitfire pilot, and General Dennis Earp. Both General Earp and
Horse were shot down during the Korean war, with General
Earp being held POW in dastardly conditions. Horse was
General Dennis Earp and Horse Sweeney
wounded but managed to get his crippled P-51 safely to
friendly territory. Horse’s mind, at 92 ,is as sharp as a tack and
his recall of detail astounded us all.
the check-in counter and raffle ticket sales. Our blue ribbon
braaimasters, Coen Swart, Ronnie Alcock and Pottie Potgieter
Horse was seconded to SAA during the Rhodesian UDI period. strutted their stuff, while Trixie Heron sold EAA memorabilia
Horse had been flying Viscounts for Air Rhodesia, and SAA also and braai vouchers to the hungry hordes.
operated the type. Two of the Air Rhodesia Viscounts were
shot down and Ian Smith made his famous statement on the
There are not many of these heroes from WWII still alive, so
world’s reaction to this dastardly event “…the silence was
we were privileged to fly Horse from Margate to hear him
deafening!” Flippie Vermeulen amusingly interjected the show share some of these precious memories in the short time
with a recall of a 5-day flight he crewed with Horse captaining available. Fortuitously, Lorrie Raath was the Captain on the
an SAA Viscount 45 years ago. At the time Flippie was a young CemAir flight back to Margate the next day. Lorrie was at the
co-pilot from Ventersdorp, with a mere 700 flying hours and
talk show and he had also crewed with Horse in SAA way back
only a scant ability to speak English. At the end of this flight,
in 1971. I’ll bet Horse received royal treatment from Capt
Horse gave him a poignant poem he had written, which Flippie Raath all the way on the flight back home to Margate.
read to us. This was after Horse had recounted an incredible
tale of crashing a Spitfire on which the poem was quite
obviously based.
During his career horse flown many historic types of aircraft
including Spitfires, P51 Mustangs, Tiger Moths, Hawker Harts,
Miles Masters, Avro Ansons, Harvards, P36 Mohawks,
Tomahawks, Kittykawks, Vampires, DC-3s, DC-7s, C185s,
Boeing 720s and DC-8s. The 720s and DC-8s were
clandestinely used in ‘sanction-busting’ flights that were
necessary to give Rhodesia access to the outside world.
Unfortunately, there was not enough time for us to hear of
the adventures and challenges of these flights, despite the fact
that the show went on well past the normal closing time,
although we heard tales of the pilot training and delivery of
these aircraft.

Horse Sweeney and John Martin

As usual, the enthralling evening was expertly hosted by
Dr Mike Brown, Chairman of EAA Chapter 322, at the EAA
Auditorium at Rand Airport and attended by an overcapacity
audience. The show sadly had to be curtailed at 22h40 as it
was a weekday evening. These talk shows don’t just happen –
it is an enormous team effort headed by Jeremy Woods.
The pub was run by Clive King and Stephen Theron, in Gordon
Dyne’s absence. Gordon was ill and was hospitalised with
cardio-vascular problems. He has since been discharged and is
thankfully well on the road to recovery. Marie Reddy ‘manned’
Flippie Vermeulen, Horse Sweeney and Lorrie Raath
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- Rob Jonkers, Chapter 322 Johannesburg
The World Rally Flying Championship happens every two
years and is hosted by one of the participating nations.
This year Portugal hosted the 20th FAI World Rally Flying
Championships in the coastal town of Santa Cruz some 50
km north of Lisbon.
This year, 52 crews from 18 nations participated, where
South Africa was the only Southern Hemisphere team to
take part. Team SA was represented by 4 crews in the
Advanced Class: Frank & Cally Eckard, Hans Schwebel &
Ron Stirk, Thys van der Merwe & Mary de Klerk (Team
Manager), Rob Jonkers (Team Captain) and Martin Meyer with
Arddyn Moolman & Jacques Jacobs as International Judges
and Ursula Schwebel as Judge Observer. Barbara Freiboese
came with to support the team, but ended up being roped in
to perform a Judge Observers role too. The team was given
superb support from Vera Jonkers and Alex Meyer.
Our team’s arrival was Monday 29 August. A full week before
the championship, team SA are normally the first to arrive, as
we need the most exposure to the European conditions and
terrain as well as aircraft familiarisation, as we need to hire
local aircraft. By Tuesday late morning we had our aircraft
allotted, a Spanish C172 EC-KGG and a Portuguese C150 CSEBD, and could get airborne in the afternoon for a short recce
navigation flight.

mass to get in at least one practice route before the airfield
closed in again.
Some aircraft could not return, as the fog lay over the field in a
thick blanket, and they had to divert to an airfield 150km away
to wait out the weather. All this Atlantic generated fog was
apparently due to a brewing mid Atlantic hurricane known as
Gaston, which had started to travel northwards – where
normally such hurricanes move off westwards towards the
Caribbean. Such is life in planning an aviation event where
weather gets in the way.
It became a rush to get ready for the opening ceremony and
the crowds descending on the airfield. In the late afternoon
the weather improved for some flying displays to take place –
fly-pasts of F16s and a YAK aerobatic display team.

The organisers provided four official practice routes, and these
For the competition week, flights are organised into two
were put to full use in the following days, where we were able
groups – flights start around 10h00 at 3 minute intervals, with
to carry out the plot inside the aircraft as one would
do in the competition week, giving us a good practice
run-up.
The Portuguese landscape is essentially divided into
two areas, coastal and inland, separated by a
mountain range; although this mountain range is
small in comparison, only around 2,000ft, it has a big
influence on weather conditions and wind between
them, with high wind conditions at the coast and less
wind inland.
There are plenty of wind power turbines on this
whole mountain range, and one has to be careful
flying downwind behind the mountains where serious
turbulence occurs.

Plotting Practice on the ground while fog bound

Temperatures also varied from the cooler coastal
conditions in the lower 20s to the near 40s inland, all
of this within 100km.
Before the fog rolled in on Friday afternoon, two of
our teams had only flown two routes, and many of
the other international teams who had only arrived
on Friday were not able to get in any practice.
Saturday also proved to be a no-flying day, and
Sunday as always was a no-flying day as the Opening
Ceremony had to take place.
As a compromise, the organisers allowed Sunday
flying, but the fog remained persistent and only lifted
in the late morning. Once clear, aircraft set off en
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The Team Cessna C172 with Rob & Martin on the ramp

Team SA being colourful in lemon, raising the flag colours

the last flight taking off around 15h00, and when returning,
two spot landings to be done.

On Wednesday we woke up to thick fog, and by the look of it
was not going to dissipate, thus at the briefing it was decided
based on the forecast that only a small 4 hour flying window
Rob and Thys were divided into group one, and Frank and
would be available, thus the competition director made the
Hans were in group two. There was a strict procedure of
call that only the Unlimited Class would fly, which left our
parking aircraft next to the grass runway in take-off sequence,
whole team flying Advanced no opportunity to fly, and
where crews were isolated prior to receiving papers, normally
bringing into play the Monday Practice flight into the scoring.
between 30-40 minutes before flight.
We took advantage of the foggy day to go out on a sightseeing
Crews were also quarantined without access to technology
outing to the Peniche peninsula north of Santa Cruz and visit
after flying, to prevent information from being passed
the castle in the town of Obidos.
between competitors.
With the opening ceremony behind us, Monday 05
September was the start of the competition, and the
weather was predicted to be good for the rest of the
week. And so it was at sunrise on Monday, guess what?
Fog... and at the 08h00 briefing the competition director
delayed the start by an hour to 11h00.

Frank & Cally Eckard

Eventually, everybody was off on route Delta, a route
mostly going out north remaining west of the mountains
with good visibility and wind at least less than 15kts. There
was one fairly tight arc leg to be flown, which had some of
the crews drifting off, incurring track errors. At least the
end point was a large bridge crossing a river that
everybody could home in on.
In the competition with 4 navigation flights, the first day is
normally discarded as a practice flight as everybody is still
getting used to the environment, and given the results of
team SA for this first flight, we sure wanted to have this
first flight in the bin.
The next day Tuesday was a real good weather day and
the teams all got off onto route Alpha, this route again
mostly north and west of the mountains, with a horrible
arc to be flown over very hilly terrain where towns defined
on the map had less definition in real life where one could
not easily discern where the boundaries were.
Needless to say this was a tough route. Many of the photo
recognition pictures were of orange roofed buildings, and
guess what, the whole of Portugal consists of orange
roofed buildings…, thus locating and recognising these
ground features is no simple task.

The witches of Santa Cruz - Carla (team Germany) and Mary
flying in IMC conditions
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Thursday was a clear day at least, but the wind was pumping
around 20kts, thus the competition director declared a wind
compensation factor to the route (applied for wind over
15kts), and we all set off on route Charlie which went out
mostly east and across the mountains to the big river flowing
to Lisbon.

Hans Schwebel and Ron Stirk ,
Joint 2nd Place in Landings with Poland

Taking up compass headings was impossible with this strong
wind, so one had to strictly follow map features to keep track,
and turbulence in the lee of the mountains was very violent,
making concentrating on flying & navigating challenging. In
any event, this route proved to give our team the best result
of all, so I guess we were just getting in the groove of the area.
With the competition flights done, team SA organised the
traditional international drinks evening at the field, making
‘melk tertjies’ shooters, with the Germans, Italians, Russians,
Norwegians bringing their traditional hooch. Needless to say,
good fun was had by all.

Martin Meyer & Rob Jonkers

Friday was packing up day and the closing ceremony and prize
giving held at the Portuguese Air Force Museum in the town of
Sintra somewhat south of Santa Cruz. Team SA was awarded
2nd place in Advanced class for navigation (Germany was 1st
and Russia 3rd), and also awarded joint 2nd place for the
landing event together with Poland. (Poland also came first).
Mary de Klerk & Thys vd Merwe
Our team stars were Frank & Cally Eckard who were placed
8th in the navigation competition, and Hans Schwebel and Ron
Stirk doing us proud in the landings by achieving 2nd place.

Even with the overall challenging conditions and lack of
practice, team SA still managed an excellent result, the best in
years. The next event will be held in 2 years’ time in Slovakia.
For those who have adventure in their blood, where you can
sit in an airplane ready to go anywhere without a clue where
the route will take you, and figure it all out in the air and find
your way around with only a map and eye-ball Mk1, then take
up the challenge and join the sport of rally flying.
Team SA at the awards evening
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The EAA in South Africa has its roots in South Africa as far back
as October 1958 where the Popular Flying Association of South
Africa represented by a Mr AJ Oppenheim based at Virginia
airfield in Durban corresponded with Paul Poberzny the EAA
founder to affiliate with the EAA. It was here when the “How
do I go about building my own aircraft?" questions were
mulling through the minds of a few South Africans. The
procedures were as simple as they are today. They were
required to become acquainted with the information services
available through EAA; the first step you should make is to
purchase a stand in the EAA Headquarters area at the Fly-In,
or by sending $1.50 to EAA, Hales Corners, Wis. This book
contained complete information for the prospective
homebuilder, detailing the services of EAA and the
requirements and procedures necessary for compliance with
government regulations as you build your aircraft. In addition,
information on the various aircraft types on which drawings
are available as well as sources of supplies are listed in the
book. Interest in homebuilding of aircraft and in sport flying
knows no boundaries, for there are groups of organised
enthusiasts in many foreign countries also.
The international interest became affiliated with the EAA USA
through their local clubs, which were: the Ultra-Light Aircraft
Association of Canada, Popular Flying Association of Great
Britain, Reseau du Sport de l'Air of France, Popular Flying
Association of South Africa, and the Ultra-Light Aircraft
Association of Australia, were all affiliated with EAA in
promoting world-wide interest in sport flying and homebuilding. This is truly the potent force that still remains for
establishing and furthering better international understanding
of ‘Grass roots’ aviation interest worldwide, and can be the
source of increased cooperation and good fellowship among
all peoples of the world. EAA activities are a prime example of
what that spirit means.
Fast-forward almost 60 years and the EAA spirit continues to
be far and wide and robustly healthy worldwide. As in all
things in life, changes happen for whatever reasons and with
the aviation bug that bites hard to all those that even have a
remote interest in building, flying or restoring aircraft.
All are subject to the aviation regulations of their specific
countries and, in some instances where these don’t exist in
any detail, the risk came that the EAA USA the founding
organisation could by default act as the regulator.

As the years progressed, this could be a risk for the EAA USA
and should there be any litigation that may arise from any
negligence resulting from a failure from a crash or anything
similar, in places outside the USA and not governed by the FAA
rules, it would place the EAA USA at risk.
Foreign regulators could just hold the EAA USA accountable
for allowing some guy out of Krugersdorp responsible for
killing or injuring a soul with a design he was encouraged to
create, based on all the good intentions the EAA has promoted
since 1953. It was at this time that the EAA stopped the
International affiliation of the International Chapters in order
to review the legal position. Jeff Skiles, the right-hand seat
pilot in the Miracle of the Hudson fame was the Chapter
coordinator that spoke to me when I contacted the EAA about
two years ago to establish when the International EAA
affiliation would resume. I provided him with the regulatory
process that we follow and advised that we had advanced
considerably, and are governed by our local authority, which
in our case was the Aero Club of South Africa and RAASA/CAA
and would not place the EAA USA at any risk.
We have local regulations that had its origins in the LS1
document as well as the regulation changes that have come
about in the NTCA Non-Type Certified Aircraft regulations that
we observe when building and flying our experimental and
vintage aircraft. Many thanks to our long-time members, Neil
Bowden and Archie Kemp – that was the final thrust that got
our International status sorted, where Neil did the last face-toface negotiations with the EAA USA around the very successful
annual pilgrimage to Oshkosh for South Africans. This has
become a legendary way to visit Oshkosh for all South Africans
and promotes international participation at the world’s
biggest air show. When Neil was in Oshkosh in July this year
he did the final dotting of the I’s and crossing of the T’s and
hey presto! Through EAA Chapter 322 Johannesburg, South
Africa is now the representing Chapter at EAA USA
Headquarters and we are now an officially recognised EAA
International Chapter.
Happy flying,

Paul Lastrucci
National President
EAA of South Africa
The following Executive Committee members that will
be voted in are:

The Experimental Aircraft Association of South Africa
will host the 2016 AGM as follows:
President - Paul Lastrucci will stand for re-election
DATE Saturday 22 October 2016
Vice President - Mike Visagie will stand for
VENUE EAA Auditorium, Rand Airport
re-election
TIME 10h30-11h00 Tea and coffee will be available
Treasurer - Mark Clulow will stand for re-election
11h00-13h00 AGM
Secretary - election of a new Secretary
13h00-15h00 Lunch and soft drinks available
This is a closed event for paid-up members only, and members Further details will be distributed.
are all encouraged to attend this AGM as a formal
Please tender your apologies by email or sms Marie Reddy on
event. Boerewors rolls (at R30.00) and beverages will be
083 259 7691.
available after the meeting.
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- Alan Evan-Hanes, Chapter 322 Johannesburg

Some EAA322 Baragwanath-based guys went for a braai picnic
at the Vaal Dam. About two months ago Jeff Earle was having a
slow brunch at Parys where he mentioned a nice strip on the
Vaal. We flew there after breakfast and spent an hour or two
just enjoying the view.
We were supposed to have another picnic, this time with all
the picnic basket paraphernalia, but the weather was so bad
that I did not even get out of bed. So we agreed to postpone it
to Heritage Day plus one.
Sadly the delay meant the Frank Bonfils-Persson and Jeff &
Sharlene Earle were unable to join us this time. Daniel had a
spare seat that went unutilised.
The dirt strip is about 900m long, with no obstacles, and a little
narrow; situated at approximately 26.99S 28.32E. I do not
know who owns it but would love to thank them for our
trespassing.
Out came the chairs, picnic blankets, and sandwiches. We all
encamped under my Cub’s wing. I was so proud of all my
equipment until Daniel von Heynitz arrived with real chairs and
a charcoal braai!
Demetre and Lorraine came in their Sportsman. It was a
windless day with strong infrequent gusts, and hot. We
carefully put everything away, ensuring the fire was out,
leaving only black ash and flew in the turbulence back to
Baragwanath. Join us next time. Ask Frank to put you on his
WhattsApp list.
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- Karl Jensen, Chapter 322 Johannesburg
Through the EAA grapevine, I was approached some while
back to assist with SAPS Border Policing and Security Training.
The idea was that with a little knowledge of many types of
aircraft, I could assist in the training of police specialising in
this field. I readily agreed as in my view there are often
altercations between pilots and the authorities when ramp
inspections or aircraft searches are required. By our
involvement, we can ease the burden on the police and
improve the relationship between them and ourselves as
crew. There are regular spats resulting in aggression from
pilots when the authorities are carrying out their duties
without adequate knowledge of the limitations and
restrictions that are necessary when near and the sensitivity/
fragility of the aircraft. It has also been a case of the inspectors
not fully aware of the aircraft and pilot documentation and
what it should comprise of such as pilot licence validity and
that of the ATF/CofA, POHs, Flight Logs, etc.
The SAPS Border Policing and Security officers and their

trainers have in my experience been most receptive to input
from myself and the handful of volunteers who have assisted
me. These lessons go a long way for the understanding of the
police in areas where their duty requires them to search/
inspect both aircraft and crew, especially the mandatory
documentation.
Frank van Heerden and the Kitty Hawk Board have generously
made their airfield and facilities available for these training
sessions, and have once again done so for the next one which
is scheduled for Thursday, 06 October.
There are many shortcomings in many government
departments and, as responsible citizens, let’s try and rectify
the problems. I appeal to members to make themselves and
their aircraft available on Thursday morning from 09h00 until
about midday. If you are able to help, please contact me at
082 331 4652 or karlpix@icon.co.za
As it is springtime, in the words of the late Bill Keil, if you come
along on Thursday “you will be as welcome as the flowers in
spring…”
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Wayne Giles has started building his
second Bearhawk. This is a lighter
version of his earlier winner, the
Bearhawk Patrol, and the airframe is
being cobbled together beautifully. This model, the
Bearhawk LSA, will be powered by a
Continental 0-200D.
Karl Jensen,
Chapter 322
Johannesburg

EAA 322 member Gordon Dyne was recently hospitalised with
a chronic blood disorder. He spent a week in Sunninghill
Hospital to have the problem rectified. He was
quite overwhelmed by the number of
messages of support and good wishes from so
many EAA members on the EAA 322 Aviation
group on WA. Despite his condition, he replied
religiously to all who contacted him. I visited him in hospital a

few times and much to our relief, he is out of hospital and
recovering well. The support from members was most
gratifying, and yet another perk of belonging to and being an
active EAA member. They MPI’ed Gordon at the same time.
His ATF has still to be reissued.
Regards
Karl Jensen, Chapter 322 Johannesburg

Used prop in good condition.
62x42 serial AH5350 for Jabi 2200 with spinner,
crush plate and bolts.
$445
Cozy III has time-ex 0-320 2x Lightspeed electronic ignition, iCom
radio, Garmin transponder, Ellison TB, lightweight starter… basic
panel, strobe system, etc.
Raw materials alone = $16k excluding engine avionics, etc. Project is
viable... 4,000 hrs labour done by previous builder.
All reasonable offers will be considered.
Régo Burger, 084 506 9280 - Chapter 778 Port Elizabeth

CONTACT! Is the official newsletter of EAA of SA. This edition was compiled by Gus and edited with love and kisses by
Trixie Heron. All material is gratefully received from Chapters, members and non-members alike. Remember that this is
your newsletter, so please submit material as it happens to Gus (news@eaa.org.za). We want your flying news!
Our grateful thanks to all those who regularly support our newsletter and our EAA organisation.
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